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Multiple "Spiral Waves" in Physical & Biological Systems 
 

[Keelynet] Re: spiral waves break hearts 

 

From: FHLew (view other messages by this author)  

Date: Thu, 25 Apr 2002 06:17:31  

 

1. < functional properties to ensure survival in an unpredictable environment.> 

 

Please read: ".... functional properties to ensure survival in an unpredictable environment ". 

 

2. <The phases commonly observed phases in the living blood under darkfield microscopy are:> 

 

Please read: " The phases commonly observed in the living blood under darkfield microscopy are: " 

 

Lew 

 

----- Original Message ----- 

From: "FHLew" <klinik01@tm.net.my> 

To: <interact@keelynet.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2002 7:25 PM 

Subject: [Keelynet] Re: spiral waves break hearts 

 

 

> Greetings  to all members 

> 

>  Bill wrote: 

> 

>  <  Nanobacteria infection by Nanobacterium sanguineum is an "emerging infectious disease" 

meaning that it is newly  discovered and that the diseases it cause are being researched and further 

described..... 

> 

>     NanobacLabs has developed the safe and effective nanobiotic prescription treatments 

NanobacTX and UroBac for the eradication of nanobacterial infections. 

> 

>      Because of its extremely small size and extremely slow growth rate, Nanobacteria has avoided 

detection and scientific study until recently. Nanobacteria can only be seen using electron and 

atomic force microscopes.>  

> 

> 
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>          Louis Pasteur, the French chemist, discovered germs during his experimentation on 

fermentation.  His discovery was initially rejected but was later enthusiastically excepted when the 

one-germ/one-disease  model was fashioned to order with its immense potential for commercial 

exploitation. 

> 

>               In 1914, Dr. Rosenow -- associate of the Mayo Foundation and the most eminent 

bacteriologist then -- shattered the foundation of the serum and drug industries with the results of 

painstaking experimentation.  The Rosenow experiments -- verifying the conclusions of Beecham, 

Rife and Naessens -- showed that there exists no specific bacterium.  The extant microbes or 

endobionts [Mucor racemosus Fresen and Aspergillus niger van Tiegham] are phasic microbes, 

which are always present and cannot be removed from the living cells. These are the genotypic and 

phenotypic variants with marked capacity to change their functional properties to ensure survival in 

an unpredictable environment. 

 

> Microbial variation occurs selectively.modifying the microscopic, colonial, nutritional, 

biochemical, antigenic, pathogenic and drug sensitivity attributes of the organism, when there is an 

alteration in the condition, nutrition and temperature of the environment.  This phenomenon is 

Pleomorphism. 

> 

>            The phases commonly observed phases in the living blood under darkfield microscopy are: 

> 

>       1. Primitive phases [Colloidal ] in a high alkaline pH 

>       2. Bacterial phases live in mild alkaline pH 

>       3. Fungal Forms live in medium acid pH 

>       4. Viral Forms live in a strong acid pH 

> 

>              Synthetic  anti-microbials usually drive the " taint" or symptoms deeper in the body parts 

and may disappear for sometime but there is always recurrence. 

> 

>            " The 'disappearance' of a particular germ from the culture does not mean that the germ is 

dead; it only became invisible due to its transformation into an invisible form. That means the host 

organism is now in a cancerous state. " 

> 

>   Poehlman,Australia                   Dr. Karl Horst 

> 

> 

>             The endobionts are indestructible.  Professor Dr. Gunther Enderlein demonstrated that all 

microbes go through the same stages of their development in the organism. 

> 

> Colloidal [ primitive phase ] > Bacteria [ middle phase ] > Fungus [end phase ]. 

> 

>            Royal Rife showed the transformation into the toxic phase [Viral] and this phenomenon 

could not be seen under ordinary light microscope.  Rife was able to demonstrate 16 interested layers 

of virtual organelles intrcellularly with his microscope. 

> 

>             Why Nanobacteria have escaped detection by microbial researchers thus far? 

> 

>                 The growth and development of an organism is an intimate part of the organism's genetic 

heritage.  The latter's expression is the result of successful evolution of the community of which the 

individual is a part.  The loss of that ability to adequately adjust to the morbid fluctuations within the 

backdrop of the Solar System and planet Earth results in unbalancing of the genetic expressions.  An 
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illness followed by homeostatic recovery is a normal body reaction without any entrapment of 

pathological energies.  When the unbalance is prolonged, the retention of the trapped morbid 

energies progress deeper.  Its etiology, thus, has become deep-rooted.  And the resulting malady is 

the pathological taint. 

> 

>             Pasteur ,on his death-bed, is said to have made the heretical statement: 

>            " The bacteria are nothing, the terrain is everything. " 

> 

>          Doctors do not heal; they are merely Nature's assistants.  Mother Nature does the healing. 

> 

> With regards 

>     Lew 

> 

> ----- Original Message ----- 

> From: "Bill Kingsbury" <kingsbry@gte.net> 

> To: <interact@keelynet.com> 

> Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2002 7:53 PM 

> Subject: [Keelynet] Re: spiral waves break hearts 

> 

> > 

> > At 03:28 4-21-2002 -0500, Jerry wrote: 

> > > 

> > > These observations should help to explain the appearance of multiple spiral waves in a 

host of other physical and biological systems, including corrosion on metal surfaces, 

aggregation of slime molds... 

> > 

> > Jerry, 

> > 

> > Nanobacteria pathogens (a sort of "slime mold") appear to cause, or be involved in: heart 

disease, osteoporosis, degenerative muscle disease, Alzheimer's, and more... 

> > 

> > 

> > excerpts and links - from NanobacLabs (Tampa, FL) - 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6578 

 

> > 

> >  What are Nanobacteria? 

> > 

> >  Nanobacteria infection by Nanobacterium sanguineum is an "emerging infectious disease" 

meaning that it is newly discovered and that the diseases it cause are being researched and 

further described.  Its DNA and RNA have been accurately mapped by multiple scientific 

researchers.  These Nanobacteria are not a nice bugs and have no known benefit to humans.  The 

discoverers of nanobacteria, Drs. Ciftcioglu & Kajander developed antigen & antibody 

diagnostic blood testing for nanobacterial infections that we offer as the "NanobacTEST".  

NanobacLabs has developed the safe and effective nanobiotic prescription treatments 

NanobacTX and UroBac for the eradication of nanobacterial infections. 

> > 

> >  Because of its extremely small size and extremely slow growth rate, Nanobacteria has 

avoided detection and scientific study until recently.  Nanobacteria can only be seen using 

electron and atomic force microscopes. 

> > 

http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6578
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> >  Chronic inflammatory responses are usually seen in areas where nanobacteria are found.  

Nanobacteria can infect any tissue or cell and have even been seen and photographed killing T-6 

Lymphocytes, an important part of our immune system. 

> > 

> >  The nanobacteria secreted calcium biofilm calcifies and hardens around the nanobacteria 

forming a hard calcified "shell" around itself.  In this calcified state, these nanobacteria can either 

reproduce upon themselves forming aggregate "budding-like" clusters or they can just remain in 

a state of "relative calcified dormancy".  Our body does not recognize calcified nanobacteria as a 

foreign substance or pathogen.  When in their calcified "igloo-structure" form, our bodies "see" 

these nanobacteria as common "calcium", a substance found throughout our bodies at all times. 

> > 

> >  OF NOTE:  For 20+ years, researchers have been trying to implicate Chlamydia 

pneumoniae to be involved in atherosclerosis and plaque development because it is routinely 

found to be positive to Chlamydia pneumoniae antibody Elisa testing, yet researchers have yet to 

be able to "grow out" this Chlamydia from atherosclerotic plaque.  The lack of Chlamydia 

pneumoniae in plaque as determined by PCR and negative culture results has caused medical 

researchers to abandon this line of thought.  Now, multiple nanobacterial researchers have shown 

that Nanobacteria causes a "false positive" on Chlamydia pneumoniae Elisa testing.  Since these 

hundreds of cardiovascular researchers have not found Chlamydia Pneumoniae in plaque (and 

have stopped looking for it), it is more than reasonable to conclude that the presence of 

Nanobacteria (Nanobacterium sanguineum) in atherosclerotic plaque is what they have been 

finding for all these years.  Cardiovascular researchers have in essence been finding 

Nanobacteria all this time, but not realizing it as a false-positive Chlamydia pneumoniae Elisa 

test! 

> > 

> >  As reported May 23rd, 2001 at the 101st General Meeting of the American Society for 

Microbiology, Nanobacteria has been found to be a contaminant in previously assumed-to-be-

sterile medical products, specifically IPV Polio Vaccine.  Most human biologicals and vaccines 

are made in fetal bovine serum, a medium that is known to be contaminated with nanobacteria. 

> > 

> >  ------------------------------------------------------------ 

> >   . TESTING 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?P1=6582 

> > 

> >   . TREATMENTS 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6579 

> > 

> > What are Nanobacteria? 

> > Additional References 

> > Scientific Publications about Nanobacteria and other Pertinent Readings 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6578 

> > 

> > Scientific Abstracts: 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/Events/Events.asp 

 

> > 

> > Contact Us 

> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/contacts/contactus.asp 

 

> > 

> > About Us 

http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?P1=6582
http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6579
http://www.nanobaclabs.com/PageDisplay.asp?p1=6578
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http://www.nanobaclabs.com/contacts/contactus.asp
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> >  http://www.nanobaclabs.com/aboutus.asp 

> > 

> >     NanobacLabs 

> >  ------------------------------------------------------------ 

> >      Bob Parker                      Toll Free: 877-676-2241 

> >      VP Professional Relations       Telephone: 813-264-2241 

> >      10330 North Dale Mabry, #226    TeleFax:   813-264-5512 

> >     Tampa, FL 33618 
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